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Abstract The precise elucidation of the gene concept has

become the subject of intense discussion in light of results

from several, large high-throughput surveys of transcript-

omes and proteomes. In previous work, we proposed an

approach for constructing gene concepts that combines

genomic heritability with elements of function. Here, we

introduce a definition of the gene within a computational

framework of cellular interactions. The definition seeks to

satisfy the practical requirements imposed by annotation,

capture logical aspects of regulation, and encompass the

evolutionary property of homology.

Keywords Gene concept � Homology � Computation �
I/O-relations

Introduction

The concept of the gene has come under intense scrutiny in

recent years. This is largely in response to the recognition

that the ‘‘standard’’ model of genes as beads on a genomic

DNA string is inconsistent with the findings of high-

throughput transcriptomics, see for example, Pearson

(2006), Pennisi (2007). As a consequence, several modifi-

cations of the concept of the gene have been explored,

ranging from purely structural definitions in terms of groups

of transcripts (Gerstein et al. 2007), the consideration of

transcripts themselves as the central operational units of the

genome (Gingeras 2007), to functional notions (Scherrer

and Jost 2007). In Prohaska and Stadler (2008) we suggest

that a ‘‘useful’’ gene concept should satisfy several criteria:

• The gene concept combines structural and functional

components.

• The gene concept is based on a well-defined notion

of function that is amenable to experimental

measurement.

• The gene has a well-defined structural representa-

tion at the genomic sequence.

• Genes are heritable (not to imply that all inheritance is

embodied in genes). In particular, the concept must be

compatible with a suitable notion of (phylogenetic)

homology.
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• The gene concept is embedded in a larger framework

that views ‘‘gene expression’’ as a form of computation.

• Genes are ‘‘expressed’’ from the DNA, hence genes are

associated with transcripts and/or further processing

products.

• The gene concept relates genomic mutations to changes

in a gene product, and thereby allows for the explicit

construction of genotype–phenotype maps.

In this short paper, we introduce a framework that sat-

isfies these requirements. We do not claim that this

framework is unique or optimal. We view this as an

exercise in deriving a concrete model using the road map

outlined in Prohaska and Stadler (2008).

A chemical/computational framework

The basis for our construction is an abstract computational

model of regulation. We start with the observation that

cellular processes can be described as chemical reactions.

This includes the interconversions of metabolites, the

interactions of regulators, the aggregation of supermolec-

ular structures, and the transport of molecules. There will

be no need to operate at the level of individual molecules.

It is more practical to employ coarse-grained representa-

tions. For instance, transcription could be viewed as an

input/output (I/O)-relation that takes genomic DNA and a

set of transcription factors as input, and results in a specific

output transcript. In this way, we emphasize the compu-

tational aspects of bulk chemical reactions.

More formally, each I/O-relation is a quadruple (v, [x],

[p], [y]), which we write in the form

v : ½x� � ½p� ! ½y�; ð1Þ

where [x] is a list of material components (inputs)

transformed into a list of material outputs [y] by means

of a process v that depends on a list [p] of additional

influences. We call [x] the arguments and [p] the

parameters of v. Equation 1 is an abstract, and arbitrarily

coarse-grained representation of a chemical reaction. In

chemical notation, we could write it in the form,

x1; x2; . . .; xm �!p1;p2;...;pk
y1; y2; . . .; ym ð2Þ

Equation 1 can also represent transport ‘‘reactions’’, where

input and output describe the same object(s) in different

spatial locations or compartments, as well as other high-

level aggregate processes including replication, transcrip-

tion, translation, or the production of biomass (if one

chooses not to model such parts of the system in detail). In

contrast to an implementation at the finest level, that of

elementary chemical reactions, the I/O-relations are not

required to satisfy conservation of mass or atom types. We

are able, for instance, to ignore ubiquitous chemical species

(such as H2O, CO2, or coenzyme A) and energy and redox

currencies ATP and NADH, if we choose. Our framework

is consistent with, but will be more coarse-grained than, a

full-fledged representation of all chemical reactions. This is

a common coarse graining in Systems Biology models

(Palsson 2006). For our purposes, it will be convenient to

model transcription and translation as I/O-relations that

‘‘produce’’ primary transcripts from a DNA template and a

polypeptide from an RNA template. Equation 1 may also

include compartment/spatial information and thus can

describe cellular processes of more than one cell or

organism, including a complete microbial community or

even entire ecologies with complex predator–prey

dynamics. Note that some or all elements of the output list

[y] of v will typically appear as inputs [x] and/or parame-

ters [p] of other I/O-relations n.

A system N of I/O-relations over a given domain of

‘‘objects’’ X has a natural interpretation as a model of com-

putations on X (Berry and Boudol 1992; Taylor 1998). This

gives us considerable freedom in implementing a model of

cellular processes in the form of Eq. 1 depending on: (1) the

level of aggregation or abstraction beyond elementary

chemical reactions; and (2) the effect that a parameter p must

have on the outcome of v to be considered relevant. For

example, we may define p to be relevant to a particular I/O-

relation v if the absence of p makes the transformation v
impossible. Alternatively, we could consider p a relevant

influence whenever it affects the reaction rate.

Before proceeding, a formal issue requires attention.

Each process v links a particular triplet of input, output,

and parameter lists. Hence, transformations utilizing the

same input [x] to produce different outputs [y0] = [y] are

necessarily two distinct reactions v and v0. Here, we admit

only physical objects as elements of the input and output

lists [x] and [y]. The parameters [p], on the other hand, may

be either objects or physical quantities such as temperature

or pH. The parameter list may be empty, [p] = ;, e.g., in

spontaneous chemical reactions or transport by diffusion.

If an object a appears both as an argument, a [ [x], and

as a parameter, a [ p, in the same I/O-relation v, this

implies an autocatalytic mechanism. The argument and the

parameter are necessarily two different instantiations of the

object type a. The simplistic distinction between arguments

and parameters in the formalism is akin to the notions of cis

and trans action in molecular biology. Note, however, that

the concepts are not equivalent in all cases.

Information metabolism

The crucial assumption in our exposition is that—given a

suitable collection of I/O relationships—we can single out
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the transformations among informational molecules (i.e.,

heteropolymers that are capable of encoding information,

such as RNA, DNA, and polypeptides) from the generic

‘‘reaction soup’’ of all I/O-relations. To this end, we

identify those reactions in which both the input list and the

output list [y] contains informational molecules (DNA,

RNA, or peptide) of a single type. Depending on whether

the informational molecules in [x] and [y] are of the same

type or not, v represents either processing or one of several

information transfer mechanisms (translation, transcription,

reverse transcription, and replication). Each informational

molecule has an explicit representation as sequence of

nucleotides or amino acids x = (z1, z2, …, zn). Among the

transformations of informational molecules, we single out

those reactions that satisfy an additional property of

traceability.

Definition 1 The I/O-relation v is traceable if and only if

for each informational molecule y [ [y] in the output and

each letter yk [ y we can uniquely determine whether

(a) yk is an encoded letter, i.e., its identity can be traced to

a single letter or an interval (e.g., a codon) on an input

sequence x [ [x]; or

(b) yk is not an encoded letter, in which case its identity is

determined by the reaction v.

The collection � of traceable I/O-relations involving

informational molecules represents the ‘‘linear’’ part of

information metabolism. We suggest that it is not only well

defined but also encompasses important processing steps in

the ‘‘life-history’’ of a transcript, including: primary tran-

scription, splicing, translation, insertion editing, cleavage,

intein extraction, chemical modification, poly-adenylation,

etc. Thus we can interpret � � N as the subsystem of gene

expression in a cell, organism, or ecosystem.

In a traceable reaction, we can determine, for any col-

lection of sequence intervals in the output [y], the collec-

tion of all those sequence intervals in the input [x] that gave

rise to the encoded letters in the output. This inverse map

v-1 gives us a well-defined ‘‘footprint’’ of each stretch of

output sequence on the input. The concatenation of such

inverse maps is well defined and allows each sequence

position in an informational molecules z to be traced back

to its genomic source, the genomic footprint of z. This

construction will provide us with the structural part of our

gene concept. Any letter xk of x that is not contained in the

genomic footprint C(x) of x is identified as being inserted

or appended at a particular stage in the production of z. The

genomic ‘‘source’’ C(x) can be one of the cell’s genomes

or, for instance, an intruding viral transcript.

In some cases, a product x that appears in the linear

part of the information metabolism may have an empty

genomic footprint C(x) = ;: This is the case e.g., for the

so-called non-ribosomal peptides (NRPs), which are syn-

thesized de novo without using the templating function of a

messenger RNA (Walton 2006).

Theoretically, the definition of the genomic footprint

C(x) requires detailed knowledge of the complete gene

expression pathway leading to the production of x. In

practise, however, C(x) can be approximated by mapping

the sequence of a biopolymer x to the underlying genome.

Current procedures of genome annotation do this in a way

that incorporates knowledge of the genetic code, splicing,

end processing, editing, etc. In other words, given the data

provided by proteomics and transcriptomics, computational

procedures can already produce reasonable estimates of

genomic footprints. These are used in current genome

annotations and genome browser systems (Furey 2006;

Karolchik et al. 2008). In line with the prevailing simpli-

fied model of the transcriptome and proteome, genome

browsers restrict themselves to co-linear arrangements of

footprints of a given product, thereby neglecting rear-

rangements, trans-splicing, and conceivably other ‘‘non-

monotonous’’ processing mechanisms.

Function

Within the framework of I/O-relations, the function of an

object z [ X becomes a derived property. It appears natural

to identify the function of z with those processes that it

influences. (Structural proteins are captured by formulating

pseudo-reactions that describe the formation and reorga-

nization of supramolecular structures.) We insist that

‘‘being processed’’ (i.e., being an input for an I/O-relation),

‘‘being produced’’ (i.e., appearing as output of an I/O-

relation), and ‘‘encoding information’’ is not in itself a

function. The reason for this distinction is that we need to

avoid the trivial notion that everything is functional just

because it is present.

Formally, let us denote by param(v) the set of parame-

ters of the I/O-relation v. This leads us to

Definition 2 The function Fct(z) of an object z [ X the

set of I/O-relations

FctðzÞ :¼ fvjz 2 param ðvÞg ð3Þ

While this looks somewhat contrived, it forms the basis of

the official Nomenclature of Enzymes (see (NC-ICBMB and

Webb 1992) and the annual supplements at http://www.

chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/enzyme/supplements/), in which

enzymes are named for the chemical reactions that they

catalyse: an alcohol dehydrogenase, for instance is per

definitionem an enzyme that catalyzes the dehydrogenation

of alcohols. In our setting, this would be represented by

associating z with a set of I/O-relations Fct(z) that consists
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(largely) of chemical reactions v describing the dehydro-

genation of various alcohols. Also note that nothing pre-

cludes an object from having multiple disparate functions in

this framework i.e., Fct(z) can be very large and contain

several, semantically different, groups of I/O-relations.

Applying this notion of function, we identify the col-

lection of functional informational molecules as those

biopolymer sequences x for which Fct(x) = ;. Note,

again, that in this way we pin function only to physical

objects that influence transformations (of other objects).

‘‘Being transformed’’, on the other hand, by construction

does not count as a function in itself. Furthermore, an

informational molecule does not acquire a function, for

example, by housing a cis-regulatory element that regulates

its own subsequent processing step. Our model declares

that the function of regulating/influencing subsequent

processing step n is attributed to the parameter(s) of n, not

to the argument of n. Intermediate processing steps thereby

will not typically have a function. For instance, if x is the

mRNA coding for a protein p, we will often observe that

Fct(x) = ;, while the translation product p of x typically

will have some function as an enzyme, signal molecule, or

structural protein, such that Fct(p) = ;; Fig. 1. Not all

proteins are necessarily functional. The precursor p of one

or more small hormone peptides p1
0,...,pr

0, for instance,

may not have any function alone (Dicou 2008). In this case,

we have Fct(pi
0) = ; for the hormone peptides p0, but

Fct(p) = ; for the prohormone protein, see c and d in

Fig. 1.

In practise, Fct(z) is dependent upon the experimental

and computational methodologies employed to determine

the processes (I/O-relations) that are dependent upon z.

Improved measurements thus have the potential to change

our representation of Fct(z).

We note, finally, that this simple notion of function

brings with it a completely natural definition of functional

equivalence: two objects p and q are functionally equiva-

lent if Fct(p) = Fct(q).

Genes

We are now in a position to define a gene.

Definition 3 A gene on a given genome is the pair

(C(z),z) consisting of a functional informational molecule z

and its genomic footprint C(z), i.e., the collection of

intervals on the genome that give rise to the encoded letters

in the sequence z through a sequence of I/O-relations in N.

In Definition 3, we require that there is at least one

sequence of I/O-relations linking C(z) to the gene product

z. Alternatively, we might want to include the specific

sequence of I/O-relations in the definition of the gene. The

distinction between these two alternative points of view is

whether we would require that every gene has a unique

way of being processed (each particular sequence of I/O-

relations linking C(z) to z), or whether we allow that a gene

(C(z),z) can be expressed in alternatives ways. At present,

we lack sufficient evidence of alternative transcripts pro-

cessed into the same functional ‘‘gene product’’, to decide

which version is biologically more useful.

Definition 3 of course allows overlapping genes, and in

particular, different genes with the same genomic footprint:

if the same collection of genomic intervals gives rise to a

different product (necessarily via a different processing

cascade) we have two distinct genes. Thus, as in the pro-

posal of Scherrer and Jost (2007), we label distinct (func-

tional) splice variants as distinct genes. Similarly, if the

Γ(c)Γ(b)Γ(a)

AAAAA AAAAA

a b
dc

e

Fct(b) Fct(c) Fct(d) Fct(e)Fct(a)

Γ(e)Γ(d)

Fig. 1 Functional objects a to e and relationships with their genomic

footprints C(a) to C(e). A functional RNA molecule (e.g., a miRNA)

with function Fct(a) is processed in two steps from an intronic

sequence. Its image on the DNA is the genomic footprint C(a). The

genomic footprint C(b) of the functional protein b is a discontinuous

stretch of DNA corresponding to the coding sequence (CDS)

including the start codon but excluding the stop codon. The mRNA

includes UTRs that also map back to the DNA as well as parts without

footprints on the DNA (the 50-cap and the poly-A tail). The functional

proteins c and d are obtained by cleavage of the (non-functional)

precursor cd. The later is encoded by a trans-spliced mRNA. The

footprint C(c) is distributed over two DNA molecules. The primary

transcript e has an additional function Fct(e) that is independent of its

role as precursor of the mRNA of cd. As a consequence, C(e) overlaps

with both, C(c) and C(d). In all cases, the gene is the pair (C(x),x)

composed of the genomic footprint C(x) and the resulting functional

molecule x
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same product z can be produced from different genomic

footprints, we also speak of two distinct genes [an example

are some pairs of paralogous microRNAs with identical

mature products (Griffiths-Jones et al. 2008)].

Functional similarity and homology

In taking an extreme ‘‘functional’’ point of view, one might

want to interpret genes (in the above sense) as ‘‘the same’’

if products are functionally equivalent. As far as we can

see, this choice leads to problems with notions of homol-

ogy. We now discuss the connection of our gene definition

with the homology concept.

In order to analyze the notion of a function in detail, we

assume that there is a distance function D that allows us to

measure how different two I/O-relations v0 and v00 are. In

the analysis of chemical reaction networks, distance func-

tions between reactions are typically based on a notion of

differences D among underlying objects (Maggiora and

Shanmugasundaram 2004). Given a measure of dis-simi-

larity of objects, one constructs a dis-similarity for input,

output and parameter lists, which are finally combined into

the desired measure D (Tohsato and Nishimura 2007). We

can use D to cluster the elements of Fct(z) into distinct

functional classes and to construct a measure D of the

functional differences between two objects. The functional

distance D between I/O-relations can be extended naturally

to sets of I/O-relations and hence implies a notion of

functional distance Dðx; yÞ ¼ DðFctðxÞ;FctðyÞÞ; which is

conceptually related to network distance (Forst et al.

2006).

In the case of information molecules, we can think of the

object distance D as an edit or alignment distance that

measures a quantity of sequence similarity. In contrast, D;
which can be derived from D and the system of I/O-rela-

tions N, measures functional dissimilarity. Homology-

based gene annotation is based on the observation that D
and D are correlated in practice. Thus similar sequences (of

functional information molecules, or of their genomic

footprints) often—but not always—give rise to products

with similar functions. Deviations from this rule exist in

nature and indicate that either large changes in function are

acquired by closely related sequences (small D, large D), or

to horizontal replacement of a gene by a functionally

equivalent one (small D; large D). An example of the first

type is the imprinting-related ncRNA Xist in Mammalia,

which originated by pseudogenization of the lnx3 transcript

whose primary product is a PDZ-like ring finger protein

(Duret et al. 2006). An example of the latter type are

several unrelated ‘‘clans’’ of serine proteases that share

only the common catalytic triad Ser-His-Asp (Krem and Di

Cera 2001).

The concept of homology is the subject of intensive

discussion, with several competing definitions, see e.g.,

Laubichler (2000), Brigandt and Griffiths (2007). In the

context of evolutionary and molecular biology, one

requires that homologous characters are linked by common

descent. In the strict ‘‘phylogenetic’’ definition, this is the

only requirement. In our framework, phylogenetic homol-

ogy of (C(x),x) and (C(y),y) is naturally established by the

existence of a common ancestor of the genomic footprints

C(x) and C(y). In practice, evidence for homology of genes

can be evaluated by comparative sequence analysis of C(x)

and C(y), i.e., in terms of D, the same way as this done for

protein, RNA, or DNA sequences. The only modification is

a more precise recipe for delimiting the sequences that

need to be compared.

The strictly functional notion that identifies functionally

equivalent genes runs into an insurmountable problem

because there is nothing to prevent it from identifying

objects that do not share common descent. This would lead

to a gene concept that is not compatible with (phyloge-

netic) homology.

Our framework also provides a starting point for for-

malizing notions of homology that postulate functional

similarities in addition to common descent, e.g., via a

suitable concept of homology for I/O-relations. We view

this as a research agenda beyond the scope of this

contribution.

Discussion

In this contribution, we have introduced a formal frame-

work that satisfies several of the intuitive requirements of a

gene definition.

• We have emphasized a functional/computational notion

that remains instantiated and identifiable in genomic

material. We argue that both properties are necessary:

purely structural gene-definitions are useless at best and

harmful at worst for annotation purposes because they

tend to blur the information provided by transcripto-

mics and proteomics data. On the other hand, modern

Molecular Biology can only work with a gene concept

that is firmly rooted to sequence information and

therefore annotatable at a genomic level.

• The gene concept includes genomic heritability and

hence can be used to establish homology relationships

over large phylogenetic distances.

• As far as we can tell, the concept is consistent with a

fine-grained system of homology concepts that distin-

guish between sequence homology (of the genomic

footprint), homology of the gene (in terms of both

sequence and function), and concepts that also include
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homologies between intermediate processing products.

This will be valuable when extending this approach to,

e.g., Developmental Biology.

• Our framework suggests a definition of the phenotype

as the collection of functions ‘‘performed’’ by an

organism, U = {Fct(z)}. This phenotype is in turn

evaluated by a complex fitness function f(U) to

determine the viability and selective properties of the

phenotype U. This provides compatibility with opera-

tional models of evolution such as Population Genetics.

• Our construction is consistent with the concept of

genetic engineering, which is based on the assumption

that genomic changes can be transferred (most of the

time) in an unambiguous way into gene products.

• There is a relatively simple relationship between

‘‘classical genes’’ and our concept: for instance, the

genomic CDSs of functional proteins, as well as the

genomic loci of mature microRNAs, tRNAs, rRNAs,

are all by default (genomic footprints of) genes in our

sense.

• Pragmatically, the currently available methods of data

analysis e.g., in comparative genomics just need to be

applied somewhat more carefully to selected data.

• This proposal does not require the introduction of an

army of auxiliary concepts unlikely to be adopted by

practicing biologists.

This approach, does require however that we forfeit

properties that might be desirable for certain cases. For

instance, the genomic footprints of genes are in general

proper subsets of the footprints of transcripts that describes

a more inclusive functional set. We reject however the

notion that a gene comprises all region/regions of DNA

required to produce a function. The reason for doing this is

to keep the ‘‘sphere of influence’’ of a gene limited. In an

all-inclusive view that includes everything necessary to

unfold a given product, large parts of the cellular

machinery (and their DNA loci) would become constitu-

ents of all genes. We find such an approach untenable

because it does not lead to ‘‘genes’’ upon which one can

perform meaningful, discriminatory experiments.
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